Task-based structures in open source software: revisiting the onion model
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Studies on Open Source Software (OSS) developer communities have long stated that there is a relationship between community structure and tasks carried out by project members. This relationship has been exemplified by the onion model, which has been instrumental in understanding self-coordination in OSS projects. Despite its ubiquity, there is a lack of empirical evidence to validate the relative position of each task cluster within the onion model. In this study, we map out the community structure of a large open source project and observe its bug-fixing patterns to explore the relationship between tasks and structure. Our study makes three significant contributions. First, we find no empirical evidence to support the structural location of bug-fixing tasks in the onion structure. Second, we find empirical evidence to support the core-periphery continuum model linking an actor’s coreness to problem-solving ability. Third, our results suggest that the importance and location of each task within the core-periphery structure evolve over time. These findings add clarity to the community structure and their implications for the management and coordination of collaborative innovation projects.

1. Introduction

A key strength of the Open Source Software (OSS) development approach is its large group of volunteer contributors. An OSS community can provide project owners with new ideas, access to resources and help with the dissemination and adoption of the software (Chu and Chan, 2009). Since these communities are made up of an informal volunteer workforce, one of the key challenges remains its management and coordination. To address these challenges, it is important to know more about the structure of the community to understand the key social processes that make OSS development possible (Crowston and Howison, 2005).

From the early academic studies on OSS communities, a persistent link has been made between tasks and observed patterns of behaviour from its contributors. Empirical studies have observed significant differences in the level of commitment and programming skills from community members leading to a de facto core-periphery structure (Wei et al., 2017). Specific software development activities have been associated with each subgroup, placing important managerial tasks at the core and supporting tasks such as bug fixing at the periphery (Rullani and Haefliger, 2013). Due to the duality of roles, project success is contingent on the strategic management of the core and periphery subgroups (Hossain and Zhu, 2009; Rullani and Haefliger, 2013; Daniel and Stewart, 2016). To function effectively, OSS projects require an identifiable core and an active periphery working around the core’s activities (Singh et al., 2007).
The function of OSS community structure models is to understand the characteristics of the core-periphery subgroups and their role in the development process. The onion model is a widely used task-based structure emphasizing differences in participation, skill, and importance between subgroups conducting specific tasks. Through the onion model, studies have been able to explain and understand community dynamics in OSS development (Crowston and Howison, 2005; Jensen and Scacchi, 2007; Jergensen et al., 2011; Nakakoji et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2017). Empirical studies have used the onion model as a framework for identifying developers’ progression within and between open source communities (Jensen and Scacchi, 2007; Jergensen et al., 2011). This progression has helped to explain how individuals join projects and specialize in tasks, shedding light on our understanding of coordination and governance in self-organizing communities (Madey et al., 2004; de Laat, 2007; Dahlander and O’Mahony, 2011). These studies consider the onion model as a symbolic representation of the decentralized Bazaar style of governance proposed by Raymond (1998) where each ‘layer’ of the onion represents both a group of individuals carrying out a given task and the importance of each task in the development process.

Despite the onion model’s ubiquity in OSS community studies, there is a lack of empirical evidence to validate the position of each task cluster within the onion model. What has yet to be identified, is whether there is a relationship between community structure and tasks. This study seeks to address this gap by answering the following three research questions: (1) Do peripheral developers specialize in bug fixing? (2) Is there a relationship between centrality and bug fixing? and (3) Do tasks-based structures change over time?

To address these questions, we map out the community structure of the LLVM open source project and observe its bug-fixing patterns to identify the relationship between structure and tasks. First, unlike the onion model’s implied boundaries between task clusters, we find that developers, regardless of their position within the community, engage in bug fixing activities. Second, our results validate previous studies that found a relationship between an individual’s centrality and their ability to carry out problem-solving tasks. Third, we observed a change in bug-fixing patterns over time, suggesting that task-related structures and patterns of contributions evolve over a project’s life cycle.

2. Conceptual background and hypothesis development

While the underlying principle of the onion model is based on the concept of a core-periphery structure, it is important to first be clear about its definition and scope. There are two dominant approaches for identifying core-periphery structures in OSS communities, one that focuses on discussions around the management of the project, and the second that focuses on technical contributions made to the project (see Table 1). These approaches emerge from the sources of data utilized, mailing lists and repositories, and often result in different sets of tasks (Sack et al., 2006; Crowston et al., 2012; Christian, 2016). When obtaining data from discussion spaces, such as mailing lists and forums, the emphasis is on managerial and coordination tasks. On the contrary for obtaining data from technical spaces, such as repositories and bug trackers, the emphasis is on software development tasks.

The dominant approach in the study of OSS communities is to focus on technical contributions, with the rationale being that without software production there would be nothing to study (Crowston and Howison, 2005; Jensen and Scacchi, 2007; Jergensen et al., 2011; Nakakoji et al., 2002; Wei et al., 2017). Empirical studies have used the onion model as a framework for identifying developers’ progression within and between open source communities (Jensen and Scacchi, 2007; Jergensen et al., 2011). This progression has helped to explain how individuals join projects and specialize in tasks, shedding light on our understanding of coordination and governance in self-organizing communities (Madey et al., 2004; de Laat, 2007; Dahlander and O’Mahony, 2011). These studies consider the onion model as a symbolic representation of the decentralized Bazaar style of governance proposed by Raymond (1998) where each ‘layer’ of the onion represents both a group of individuals carrying out a given task and the importance of each task in the development process.

Despite the onion model’s ubiquity in OSS community studies, there is a lack of empirical evidence to validate the position of each task cluster within the onion model. What has yet to be identified, is whether there is a relationship between community structure and tasks. This study seeks to address this gap by answering the following three research questions: (1) Do peripheral developers specialize in bug fixing? (2) Is there a relationship between centrality and bug fixing? and (3) Do tasks-based structures change over time?

Table 1. Approaches to the study of open source

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social group construct</th>
<th>Interaction</th>
<th>Code development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Information space</td>
<td>Social network, user community</td>
<td>Community of practice, team, technical community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope of tasks</td>
<td>Mailing list or forum</td>
<td>Repository</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrality attainment</td>
<td>Related to governance and management</td>
<td>Related to software development (such as bug fixer or active developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Representative studies</td>
<td>Repeated interaction in discussions</td>
<td>Quality and quantity of technical contributions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Christian (2016).
Howison, 2005; Crowston et al., 2012). Through this approach, an actor’s position in the core-periphery structure is defined by both quantity and quality of technical contributions made to the project (Fielding, 1999; Yamauchi et al., 2000). OSS communities consist of a small group of highly skilled programmers at its core and a much larger group of average programmers at its periphery (Cox, 1998; Raymond, 1998; von Krogh et al., 2003). The difference in skill levels can lead to task specialisation, where those in the core will typically carry out tasks requiring higher levels of skill, while the majority will contribute through low-skilled tasks (Lakhani and von Hippel, 2003). This core-periphery structure has been instrumental in explaining self-coordination in OSS projects, where 80% of activities are carried out by a small number of individuals (Mockus et al., 2002), therefore, reducing coordination cost (Crowston et al., 2006).

In this section, we discuss three concepts that can help explain the relationship between tasks and community structure in OSS development. First, we discuss the intuitive onion-like structure widely used in the open source literature, where the community is divided into task-related groups with different levels of commitment, skills and importance. We then discuss the core-periphery as a continuum where an actor’s level of centrality determines their ability to carry out specific tasks. Finally, we look at the evolution of tasks in relation to a project’s life cycle. From these areas we develop three hypotheses.

2.1. The onion model and OSS tasks

The onion model remains the dominant interpretation of the link between task and community structure in open source development (Jergensen et al., 2011). Nakakoji et al. (2002) first created an onion-like structure by placing eight development tasks within the core-periphery structure. The onion model has since been extended to include a wider range of tasks such as documentation (Rullani and Haefliger, 2013), design (Bach and Twidale, 2010) and infrastructure maintenance (Christian, 2016). The list of tasks are often identified at the project level and include tasks from both discussion and implementation spaces (Barcellini et al., 2014). The order in which the tasks are arranged is based on a number of factors such as technical complexity of the task (Lakhani and von Hippel, 2003), relative size of the group carrying out that task (Mockus et al., 2002) and a group’s influence in the project (Crowston and Howison, 2006; Kilamo et al., 2012). Table 2 provides a list of these activities, their implied structural position, and their space of action. Core-periphery clusters, and their related tasks, are often regarded as mutually exclusive due to their distinct levels of commitment, technical skill, knowledge and access to resources (Mockus et al., 2002; Nakakoji et al., 2002; Lee and Cole, 2003; Jergensen et al., 2011; Scacchi, 2004). Unlike those listed in Table 1, this list includes activities from both information and implementation areas.

When focusing on technical contributions, the onion model is useful for understanding how OSS development communities function (Nakakoji et al., 2002; Crowston et al., 2006; Jergensen et al., 2011; Kilamo et al., 2012). The onion model provides a useful road map for a developers’ progression from the peripheral contributor to core member as they get recognition within the community (Ye and Kishida, 2003; Kilamo et al., 2012). The onion model places managerial roles at the core of the structure, showing that coordination of a large volunteer workforce is achieved by centralising decision-making (Scacchi, 2004). The bug fixing process in particular uses the onion model to exemplify the required coordination between most development tasks in order to succeed (Crowston and Scozzi, 2008). It is these tasks and processes that set it apart from traditional closed source development, and therefore, help highlight the key strengths of the OSS development model.

Through the use of the onion model, empirical studies have observed co-dependency between tasks, where core and peripheral groups have complementary roles (Cox, 1998; Raymond, 1998; Rullani and Haefliger, 2013). For instance, while those in the core have both the skill and influence to implement new software features, they rely on a large diverse group of peripheral developers for minor improvements to the software (Crowston and Howison, 2005; Crowston et al., 2006; Jensen and Scacchi, 2007; Jergensen et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2017). From the early literature on OSS development, studies have consistently associated peripheral contributors with bug-fixing tasks for a number of reasons, from leveraging economies of scale and scope (Hienert et al., 2014) to the relatively low complexity of solutions (Lakhani and von Hippel, 2003). This leads to our first hypothesis:

H1: Peripheral developers contribute more bug fixes than core developers.

This first hypothesis is developed based on the established relevant literature and may appear intuitive without additional information. Nevertheless, it constitutes an important part of our study, a main aim of which is to provide empirical evidence on the theoretical literature. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to do so.
2.2. The core-periphery continuum

A second approach to the study of task-based community structure utilises social network theory to measure the relationship between centrality and problem-solving ability. As with the onion model, the social network approach acknowledges the division of labour between the core and periphery, highlighting differences in influence and access to information needed to carry out specific tasks. For instance, core actors have the highest level of influence in a network and can mobilise resources (Uzzi, 1997; Wasserman and Faust, 1999; Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003), but often exhibit low levels of information heterophily which limits their ability to solve problems (Granovetter, 1973; McPherson et al., 2001; Burt, 2004; Schilling, 2005; Hargadon, 2006). In contrast, peripheral actors have access to external sources of information and are more likely to introduce novel ideas (Becker, 1970; Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003; Lakhani, 2006) but lack the influence to implement these solutions (Cattani and Ferriani, 2008; Dahlander et al., 2008). The differences in characteristics create a duality of core and peripheral roles, where the core relies on the periphery for novel ideas and the periphery relies on the core for implementation.

With the duality of the core and periphery being critical for OSS project success and survival, it is important to distinguish one form the other to manage each group accordingly (Crowston et al., 2006; Rullani and Haefliger, 2013). A key challenge emerges, however, when trying to empirically identify where one group ends and the other begins. Citing similar measurement limitations in network theory, Borgatti and Everett (1999) propose a continuous model which sees the core-periphery structure as a continuum rather than a dichotomy. In their continuous model, each actor is given a ‘coreness’ level between 0 and 1 as a measurement of a node’s proximity to the core, with 1 being the closest and 0 being furthest away.

Utilising the continuous model, studies have explored the relationship between coreness and problem-solving ability in online communities. These studies confirm that while access to external knowledge has a significant impact on innovativeness (Dahlander and Frederiksen, 2012), peripheral developers still rely on core members to have their contributions approved and implement (Crowston and Scozzi, 2008). While these studies echo the findings made with the onion model, the core-periphery continuum can provide further detail about the relationship between tasks and structure by focusing on an actor’s relative position in a network rather than generalising at the task cluster level. Removing the task clusters makes it possible to explore the balance between core and peripheral characteristics needed to facilitate problem solving.

Indeed, Cattani and Ferriani (2008), found that individuals located between the core and periphery (semi-peripheral actors) are often more innovative due to their proximity to both core and peripheral actors. Dahlander and Frederiksen (2012) find an
inverted U-shaped relationship between coreness and innovation, noting that semi-peripheral actors have access to external sources of information and have the social capital to mobilise resources internally. Figure 1 explains the relationship between an actor’s coreness and their innovativeness. Problem-solving tasks such as bug fixing may, therefore, be best carried out by individuals located in the semi-periphery and not the periphery as the onion model suggests. We therefore argue that bug fixing activities, as with other innovative activities, will exhibit the same inverted U-shaped relationship between coreness and innovativeness as shown in Figure 1. This leads to our second hypothesis:

H2: There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between an individual’s ‘coreness’ and bug fixing contributions.

2.3. Task and structure evolution in OSS development

The third approach looks at the evolution of OSS tasks and structure over time, focusing on changes in an individual’s position within the community’s structure. For instance, empirical studies have outlined a ‘joining script’ where individuals move from the periphery to the core through their contributions to the project (Jergensen et al., 2011; von Krogh et al., 2003). The joining script emphasises the attainment of centrality by individuals as they develop new skills and knowledge through participation (Barcellini et al., 2014). The change in roles is based on the learning process of each individual and the current understanding of legitimate peripheral participation and situated learning (Lave and Wenger, 1991). These observations, however, rely on a static view of OSS community structure, where task-related clusters are permanent while individuals move between them.

It is important to take into account the stage at which an OSS project is, and the effect this may have on the tasks required. For instance, OSS projects often begin with an initiation stage where an individual is typically motivated by a ‘personal itch’ (Wu and Lin, 2001), leading to the creation of a working prototype (Mockus et al., 2002), and then, to its public release (Jergensen, 2001). Collaborative development will only begin once the working code is released to the public, leading to the emergence of a number of different tasks, such as general development, software testing and bug fixing (Saini and Kaur, 2014). It is after the public release of the software, and the community of users reaches critical mass, that the project moves from a centralised ‘cathedral’ structure to a decentralised ‘bazaar’ structure (Capiluppi and Michlmayr, 2007). A project’s onion-like structure, and the tasks in them, may, therefore, change over time as the project progresses through each stage in its life cycle.

While each OSS project will have its own development methodology and life cycle (Tiwari, 2011; Saini and Kaur, 2014), there is a general agreement that some tasks become critical at different stages (Jergensen, 2001; Wu and Lin, 2001). When comparing OSS project life-cycles, a significant number of these studies place bug fixing activities later on in the process (Saini and Kaur, 2014). What this means is that, once the project enters a decentralised model and more people participate, these new entrants will begin to contribute as bug fixers. It is in this last step that we see that bug fixing happens at a much later time than the general commits. This therefore leads us to our third hypothesis:

H3a: Bug fixing activities will increase over time.
H3b: Bug fixing contributions by the peripheral cluster will increase over time.

It is worth noting that as we are using data from a single project, the generalisability of our results will be limited. Our findings, thus, should be interpreted within the context of LLVM to gain insights about our data. Caution is needed if they are applied to other OSS projects.

3. Methods

3.1. Research design

The objective of this study is to improve our understanding of the relationship between community structure and tasks by addressing the following
research questions: (1) Do peripheral developers specialise in bug fixing? (2) Is there a relationship between centrality and bug fixing and (3) Do task-based structures change over time?

To address these questions, we employ a Type 1 single case study approach, utilising a critical case to challenge current dominant understanding (Yin, 2018). In selecting a single case study approach, our research follows the dominant approach in OSS community studies (Crowston et al., 2012). Due to their online nature, OSS projects provide the researcher with rich contextual and historical data (von Hippel, 2005; Yin, 2018). We rely on technical contributions as the primary data source for calculating community structure and identifying bug fixing contributions. This is because, as Jergensen et al. (2011) found, there is a significantly small incidence of developers progressing from the social to the technical areas. Hence, for the purpose of this study, the boundaries of the community structure set around the repository as previously explained in Section 2.

3.2. Case selection

We selected the LLVM open source project as our critical case due to its wide adoption, the high levels of firm involvement, and the rich availability of data. As with the Linux project, the LLVM receives a large percentage of technical contributions from large firms such as Apple and IBM (Bieneman and Barton, 2019). The project was classified as one of the most popular projects on GitHub in 2018 and its repository log consists of 163,726 commits spanning a period from May 2003 to April 2018, when the data were collected.

LLVM is a compiler infrastructure project that provides a set of tools to turn high level code into machine code. It began as a Post Graduate project by Chris Lattner, along with his supervisor Vikram Adve, with the first working version being released on October 2003 under the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign’s open source licence. While Lattner originally did not expect the project to be popular in the OSS community (LLVM, 2007a), it received significant commercial interest from the start, with representatives from Apple, Google, Adobe, HP and Cisco attending the first LLVM developers’ conference in 2007 (LLVM, 2007b). Lattner has since gone on to work at Apple, focusing exclusively on integrating LLVM into their internal compilers, leading to its current use on all of Apple’s operating systems.2

The project implements a new approach in the design of software compilers by applying the intermediate representation (IR) technique in production level compiling (Lattner, 2008). The structure of an LLVM-based compiler can be divided into three key sections, the front, middle and back end (Figure 2). The frontend generates the IR. Second, the middle part analyses and optimises the code in the IR file. Third, the backend transforms the IR into machine code (Chisnall, 2017). Since the end result relies on an IR file, this approach provides developers with the flexibility to use any frontend programming language. Given this level of flexibility, firms have implemented the LLVM tools to create their own compilers. Some of its users include SONY for their PlayStation 4 games, Adobe for their Hydra Language and Intel for the Open Computing Language (LLVM, n.d.).

---

Figure 2. LLVM schema, adapted from Lattner (2008). Frontend language-specific inputs represent separate open source projects.
3.3. Data collection and data sets

The Git software tool was used to download the repository and extract the project’s log. For the purpose of this study, the metadata extracted from the project’s log was limited to the date of the commit, its author’s email address and its description. During the extraction of the log, data cleaning was required in order to remove double entries and maintenance activities such as code merges. This resulted in a total of 163,726 submission to the repository by a total of 998 unique developers.

From the cleaned project log, two data sets were created. The first one is a contribution data set containing a list of all 163,726 changes to the repository, along with the date, title and classification (general contribution or bug fix). The second one is a user data set containing a list of all 998 developers along with their total number of general contributions and bug fixes.

A supervised machine learning decision tree (Zhang, 2004) algorithm was used to classify each contribution as either a general contribution or a bug fix. Our approach was inspired by that of Sandusky et al. (2004), where we use regular expressions to identify bug fixes by searching for generic term like ‘fix*’ and ‘bug*’ in the commit description. The first set of results was checked manually for accuracy and an initial training set was created. A wider set of keywords was extracted from the training set and the search process was repeated once more. The process of identifying new key words, expanding the dictionary, and conducting the search was repeated several times until no new entries were identified. A sample of new search results was manually inspected after each search to ensure accuracy of results. Within the search, a decision tree was used to identify descriptions that would result in false positives, such as ‘Do not fix’ or ‘this is a bug free implementation’. Our algorithms were written in Python and utilised NTLK (Bird et al., 2009) for language analysis.

Table 3. Example application of the Lorenz curve calculation to get the coreness index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>c</th>
<th>pc</th>
<th>cpe (coreness)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Node 1</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.058</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 3</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>0.347</td>
<td>0.405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 4</td>
<td>236</td>
<td>0.237</td>
<td>0.642</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Node 5</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>0.358</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Where c is the number of contributions made by the developer, pc is the percentage out of all contributions and cpe is the cumulative percentage. We use the cpe value as the coreness index. In our example, node 1 is in the periphery and node 5 is in the core.

To test hypotheses 1 and 2, we performed an OLS regression analysis of the functional form below on the data set of 998 users:

\[
\text{fixes} = \alpha + \beta_1 CI + \beta_2 CI^2 + \gamma length + \epsilon \tag{1}
\]

where \text{fixes} is the natural logarithm of the number of fixes, CI and \text{CI}^2 are the coreness index and its squared term, \text{length} is the natural logarithm of the number of days the user is active. We include the squared term of the coreness index to allow for its non-linear relationship with the number of fixes. For robustness check, we replace CI with DC, a dummy variable for each cluster, with \( k = 2 \).

To test hypothesis 3, we performed a panel data analysis of the functional form below on the contribution data set. To obtain this data set, we collate the number of contributions submitted by each user at the different time (days) of submission.

\[
\text{fixes}_{i,t} = \alpha + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_k DC_{i,t} + \gamma_2 t + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \theta_k DC_{i,t} + \epsilon \tag{2}
\]

where \( DC \) is a dummy variable for each cluster, with \( k = 2 \), \( t \) is a time trend, and subscripts \( i \) and \( t \) indicate user \( i \) at time \( t \). A random effect generalised least squares regression technique is employed.

4. Results and analysis

4.1. The periphery and bug fixes

The first set of results addresses our first research question on whether peripheral developers specialise
Table 4. Descriptive statistics of the LLMV project, with the number of active users, total contributions and fixes for each cluster

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster</th>
<th>Users</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
<th>Fixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bl3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>54,247</td>
<td>9,280 (0.206)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bl2</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>54,604</td>
<td>8,818 (0.193)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bl1</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>54,875</td>
<td>10,088 (0.225)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>163,726</td>
<td>28,186 (0.208)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. This table reports the OLS regression results of the relationship between coreness and fixes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>15.2092***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.413)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI^2</td>
<td>−11.6264***</td>
<td>0.3415***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.640)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnlength</td>
<td>0.1575***</td>
<td>0.3415***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bl2</td>
<td>2.8442***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.162)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bl3</td>
<td>4.0670***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.326)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>_cons</td>
<td>0.1078**</td>
<td>−0.1898***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.045)</td>
<td>(0.072)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>998</td>
<td>998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>84.63%</td>
<td>59.71%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the way in which the clusters were identified, we expected the level of contributions to be similar; roughly 1/3 of the total for each cluster. Based on the literature (Wei et al., 2017), however, there should be a significant difference in bug fixing contributions between the core and the periphery, as core developers may focus on general contributions to the repository while peripheral developers are set to contribute significantly higher levels of bug fixes. While peripheral developers (cluster bl1) did submit a higher number of fixes both in real terms and as a percentage of contributions, all clusters submitted similar proportion of fixes, accounting for around 20% of all contributions. From this first set of results, the difference in bug-fixing patterns between each cluster is not large enough to suggest specialisation.

4.2. Coreness and bug fixing

For the second set of results reported in Table 5, we can identify whether our data support the first two hypotheses. We used non-linear regression to estimate the relationship between coreness (CI) and bug fixing contributions. The parameter estimated of coreness is positive and statistically significant at the 1% level, denoting a positive relationship between coreness and the number of fixes. Therefore, at this point, we can infer that for LLVM, core developers appear to contribute more to the number of fixes, which does not support hypothesis 1. This finding reinforces our initial data analysis in Section 5.1, where there seems to be no sharp distinction between the developer groups. This is an interesting result as it shows that it is not always the case that periphery developers are more active in bug fixing compared to their core peers.

Notwithstanding, as the relationship between the two could be non-linear, we need to look at the parameter of CI^2 as well. As in hypothesis 2, we are interested in determining if there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between an individual’s ‘coreness’ and bug fixing contributions. Our results confirm that there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between CI and the number of bug fixes, with the vertex of the parabola being at 0.6 (Figure 3). In the main regression analysis (reported in Table 5), we include the squared term of the coreness index to account for this non-linear relationship. The coreness threshold which reflects a change in this relationship is 0.654 (see Table 5, column 1). Below this threshold, the higher the index, the larger the number of fixes. Beyond this threshold, the number of fixes decreases corresponding to greater degree of centrality. At this stage, we can confirm that our data support hypothesis 2, and complement the finding related to hypothesis 1. Testing hypothesis 1 alone may not be able to paint the whole picture of the relationship, as
at least in LLVM, the non-linear relationship shows that hypothesis 1 is partly supported.

For robustness check, we replace CI in model 1 with DC, a dummy variable for each cluster, with $k = 2$. We obtain the functional form as follows.

$$\text{fixes} = a + \sum_{k=1}^{K} \beta_k DC_k + \gamma \text{length} + \epsilon$$

(3)

In column 2 of Table 5, the positive relationship between coreness and fixes is confirmed in this model, once again not supporting hypothesis 1. The positive parameters of the cluster dummies reveal that core developers actually contribute more to bug fixing. It is worth noting that, with the dummy variables, we are unable to test for the non-linear relationship in hypothesis 2. Hence, the results should be interpreted together with the coreness index in column 1.

The second set of results is in line with previous studies looking at the relationship between coreness and problem solving (Perry-Smith and Shalley, 2003; Cattani and Ferriani, 2008). Our findings suggest there is also an optimal level of coreness that facilitates bug fixing, located within Bradford’s semi-peripheral cluster. There may be two interpretations of this results. The first is that those in the semi-periphery are in an ideal location to be able to understand the software and also have access to novel ideas in order to fix the software, similar to the cosmopolitan cluster as described by Dahlander and Frederiksen (2012). A second interpretation, however, can also be that there is an attainment of centrality, where those in the semi-periphery have been contributing longer to the project, and therefore, have gained their coreness as a result of their bug fixing activities (Barcellini et al., 2014).

4.3. Bug fixes over time

For the final set of results, we explore the relationship between the age of the project and the number of fixes being submitted to the repository to see whether tasks evolve over time. While the first set of results focused on a snapshot of the project, here, we explore changes in the number of bug fixes over time. We do this by first investigating whether there are any changes in the total number of bug fixes being submitted to the project over time. Second, we look at changes in bug-fixing patterns at the cluster level to identify whether the prominence of bug fixing changes between clusters.

At the project level, we see that the number of fixes submitted to the project have increased over time (Figure 4). This increase is in line with both an increase in general contributions and an increase in developers contributing to the project. When taking the number of bug fixes as a percentage of all contributions to the repository, however, we find an increase during the first half of the project’s life cycle, and a decrease thereafter. The second half of LLVM’s life cycle may have dominated the first one, as Table 6 also reports that overall, the number of fixes decreases over time. The result is statistically significant at the 1% level, although the economic impact is rather trivial. Hence, hypothesis 3a is not supported by LLVM’s data. These results suggest that the project may have entered a different stage in its life cycle which may require fewer bug fixes. This change in stage may also signal a change in the prominence of bug fixing activities.
In Table 6, we can observe whether there are changes to the number of fixes being submitted to the project at the cluster level. Our analysis shows this to be the case. In particular, relative to bl1 (the periphery), we observe a larger decrease in fixes over time for users in bl3 (core). A similar finding is reported for users in bl2 (semi-periphery). The results are statistically significant, however, with a small magnitude, which is to be expected due to the data being measured at daily frequency. To this end, in LLVM, hypothesis 3b is also not supported by the data.

To a certain extent, this last set of results supports findings from studies on the duality of the core and periphery, where bug fixing activity moves to the peripheral cluster as the project progresses, (Capiluppi and Michlmayr, 2007). This set of results therefore implies that specialisation of bug fixing activities by the peripheral cluster emerges over time as the project moves through its life cycle.

## 5. Discussion and conclusion

In this study, we investigate the link between tasks and community structure by looking at bug-fixing patterns in the LLVM OSS project. The extant literature on OSS developer communities has stated that
there is a long-standing relationship between community structure and the roles that individuals carry out within the project. This has been exemplified by the core-periphery and onion model that give specific roles or functions depending on an individual’s position within the structure. Despite the ubiquity of these models, there is little empirical evidence to support many of the inferences being made. To address this, we used a most common form of development task, bug fixing, to identify its relationship to community structure.

This study makes three significant findings. First, it finds that bug fixing activities are carried out by most individuals in the OSS community irrespective of their structural position. Second, we find, however, that there is an inverse U-shaped relationship between ‘coreness’ and bug fixes, where the number of fixes submitted increases with centrality but then tapers off as it gets closer to the core. Finally, we find evidence to suggest that bug-fixing patterns evolve over time, with those in the core and semi-periphery carrying out fewer bug fixes over time when compared to those in the periphery. These results provide a deeper understanding of the relationship between tasks and community structure.

Our first research question focuses on whether peripheral developers specialise in bug fixing as suggested in the onion model. The onion model has emerged as an important tool for understanding how OSS communities work, with each layer visually representing task groups, their size and their impact on the development process. Linking bug fixing activities to peripheral developers has been one of the consistent characteristics of the onion model. Our study, however, finds no empirical evidence to support this assumption. When looking at all contributions made to the repository, irrespective of time, we find that both core and peripheral subgroups contribute to bug fixing activities in roughly equal measures. Our findings do not support the link between bug-fixing tasks and structure as presented in the onion model.

Given that the intuitive model offered no clear evidence of tasks specialisation, we then utilised the continuous model to address our second research question on the relationship between centrality and bug fixing activities. Our study finds that the continuous model proposed by Borgatti and Everett (1999) provides a more accurate link between an individual’s position within the community and their ability to carry out certain tasks. Our study provides empirical evidence that there is an optimal level of ‘coreness’ that leads to a higher level of bug fixing contributions. In doing so, our study supports previous findings in social network theory linking network structure to problem-solving ability (Dahlander and Frederiksen, 2012). As a task-related structure, therefore, our study provides empirical evidence to support the continuous model linking ‘coreness’ with bug fixing.

Finally, both the intuitive and continuous core-periphery models used are a static representation of structure. For our third research question, we assess if these structures change over time. Our study provides empirical evidence suggesting that project structures and tasks may evolve over time. Studies have long acknowledged the different stages in OSS development processes (Capiluppi and Michlmayr, 2007), but these have not been taken into account when looking at their implication of task-related structures. Our findings show that, while bug fixing activities decreased over time, those carried out by peripheral developers decreased at a lower rate than those closer to the core. Our findings add to the dynamic view of task-related structures by opening up the idea that the prominence of tasks evolves over time. When relating this to the onion model, therefore, it could be that the model symbolises the community structure at a specific point in time towards the later stages of the project’s life cycle. A different onion model could potentially emerge when looking at earlier stages, such as the initial prototype stage before the software is released to the general public.

5.1. Managerial implications
The findings from this study have implications for both project owner and core developers. First, the results in this study provide project owners with insights on how to manage participation in specific tasks within the development process. A significant portion of the literature on open source membership management focuses on the process of gaining access and increasing authority within a project as contributors progress through the onion model (Dahlander and O’Mahony, 2011; Jorgensen et al., 2011). Our findings provide an additional trajectory which emphasises access to knowledge and influence required to carry out specific development tasks. To this point project leaders should recognise the importance of facilitating the transition from periphery to semi-periphery. This could be done by curating and providing simpler tasks for newcomers in order to help them gain the required knowledge and skills to contribute with more critical submission in the future.

A second managerial implication involves the change in roles for project leaders. Past studies have focused on how an individual’s role in the project changes as they gain centrality (von Krogh et al., 2003; Dahlander and O’Mahony, 2011). The
findings in this study suggest that, while an individual’s position within the community structure may remain the same, their role in the project may change over time. This was particularly evident in the observed decrease in bug fixing contributions by the core, implying that core developer and project leaders may shift from a technical to managerial roles over time as the number of contributors increases. Project leaders and core developers should, therefore, be aware of the need to acquire non-technical skills to manage the project through its life cycle.

5.2. Limitations

This study is not without its limitations. The two main limitations are its level of analysis and its focus on community structure. Our study focuses on bug fixing activities within a singular community (software developers) active within one production area (the repository). Our specific focus does not take into account other tasks included in the onion structure, such as community manager or passive user. This therefore presents a limitation in that the core-periphery structure is measured within narrow boundaries. Extending these boundaries to include project level tasks may provide different results. The second limitation is that it does not take into account the socio-technical structure of complex open source projects (Amrit, 2008). This is to say, some of the projects are highly modular and developers often limit their contributions to specific modules. Future studies could, therefore, aim to observe similar patterns in both the core section of the code and how these differ from the peripheral modules. Taking the socio-technical structure into account, specifically at modularity, may provide further insights into task-related structures.
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